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Upregulation of hepatic LDL receptor-related protein in nephrotic syndrome: response to statin therapy
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HYPERTENSION IS ONE OF THE CARDINAL FEATURES OF HEAVY GLOMERULAR PROTEINURIA, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (7, 8, 43, 45). NEPHROTIC HYPERLIPIDEMIA IS CHARACTERIZED BY HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA, HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA, INCREASED PLASMA CONCENTRATION, AND IMPAIRED CLEARANCE OF LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (LDL), HIGH-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (HDL), VERY-LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (VLDL), CHYLOMICRONS, LDL REMNANTS, AND CHYLOMICRON REMNANTS AS WELL AS DEPRESSED MATURATION OF HDL (7, 8, 43, 45). IN ADDITION, N-S LEADS TO SEVERE ABNORMALITIES OF COAGULATION, FIBRINOlyTIC, AND PROTEASE INHIBITORY SYSTEMS (3, 19, 28–31, 39–42). TOGETHER, THESE ABNORMALITIES CONTRIBUTE TO THE HIGH RISK OF CARDIOVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS AND PROGRESSIVE DETERIORATION OF RENAL FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC N-S (21, 23).

LDL RECEPTOR-RELATED PROTEIN (LRP) IS A HIGH-MOLECULAR-MASS (500 kDa) MEMBRANE RECEPTOR THAT IS ABUNDANTLY EXPRESSSED IN THE LIVER AND HAS SUBSTANTIAL STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY TO LDL RECEPTOR (4). LIKE LDL RECEPTOR, LRP STRONGLY BINDS CALCIUM, WHICH IS A CRITICAL STEP IN THE RECEPTOR BINDING TO APOPROTEIN (APO) B AND APOE. ON THE BASIS OF THESE OBSERVATIONS, HERZ ET AL. (4) PROPOSED THAT LRP IS A LIPROPROTEIN RECEPTOR. SUBSEQUENT STUDIES DEMONSTRATED THE ROLE OF LRP AS A RECEPTOR FOR CHYLOMICRON AND VLDL REMNANTS (APOE AND APOB48 SERVING AS THE LIGANDS) (1, 11, 12, 22, 44), HEPATIC LIPOPROTEIN LIPOLASE, AND VLDL REMNANTS (apoE AND apoC) BETWEEN THE NASCENT AND REMNANT VLDL AND CM. LRP IS A MULTIFACETED ENDOCYTIC RECEPTOR THAT IS HEAVILY EXPRESSED IN THE LIVER. LRP RECOGNIZES AT LEAST 30 DIFFERENT LIGANDS INCLUDING VLDL AND CM REMNANTS. THESE OBSERVATIONS PROMPTED THE PRESENT STUDY TO DISCRIMINATE THE EFFECT OF N-S ON HEPATIC LRP GENE AND PROTEIN EXPRESSIONS. THE STUDY FURTHER SOUGHT TO EXPLORE THE EFFECT OF LIPOID-LOWERING THERAPY ON LRP EXPRESSION IN N-S. SPRAGUE-DAWLEY RATS WERE RANDOMIZED TO THE N-S (GIVEN IP INJECTIONS OF PUROMYCIN AMINOACETONESALICIDE; 130 mg/kg ON DAY 1, 60 mg/kg ON DAY 14) AND PLACEBO-INJECTED CONTROL GROUPS. ON DAY 14, ANIMALS WERE SUBDIVIDED INTO STATIN-TREATED (ROSUVASTATIN; 20 mg•kg−1•day−1 MIXED WITH POWDERED CHO) AND UNTREATED GROUPS AND STUDIED ON DAY 28. THE UNTREATED N-S GROUP EXHIBITED SEVERE PROTEINURIA, HYPOALBUMINEMIA, HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA, HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA, AND MARKED ELEVATION OF HEPATIC TISSUE LRP mRNA AND PROTEIN ABUNDANCE. STATIN ADMINISTRATION FOR 2 WK RESULTED IN SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS OF PLASMA LIPOID PROTEINURIA, PROTEINURIA, AND HYPOALBUMINEMIA AS WELL AS HEPATIC LRP mRNA AND PROTEIN ABUNDANCE. IN CONJUNCTION, STATIN ADMINISTRATION HAD NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON EITHER PLASMA LIPOIDS OR HEPATIC LRP LEVELS IN THE NORMAL CONTROL RATS. IN CONCLUSION, N-S RESULTS IN MARKED UPREGULATION OF HEPATIC LRP EXPRESSION THAT IS PARTIALLY REVERSED WITH STATIN ADMINISTRATION. THESE FINDINGS EXCLUDE DEPRIVED HEPATIC LRP EXPRESSION AS THE PRIMARY CAUSE OF ELEVATED PLASMA LIPOPROTEIN REMNANTS IN N-S.
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centrations of these LRP ligands are severely altered in N-S (3, 19, 28–31, 39–42). These observations provided the impetus to explore the effect of N-S on gene expression and protein abundance of LRP in the liver. To our knowledge, the effect of N-S on hepatic LRP expression has not been investigated previously and was studied here. In addition, the possible effect of lipid-lowering therapy on the hepatic LRP expression was evaluated. This was based on our recent study, which revealed amelioration of LDL receptor and HDL receptor deficiencies with statin administration in nephritic animals.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals.** Male Sprague-Dawley rats were made nephrotic by sequential intraperitoneal injections of puromycin aminonucleoside (PAN: 130 mg/kg on day 1 and 60 mg/kg on day 14). Placebo-injected rats served as controls. The animals were observed for 2 wk after the last PAN or placebo injections. The PAN-treated animals failing to exhibit nephrotic proteinuria were excluded. The nephrotic animals were randomized to the hydroxymethylglutaryl (HMG)-CoA reductase inhibitor-treated and untreated subgroups. The statin-treated group received rosuvastatin (Astra-Zeneca, Cheshire, UK), 20 mg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹, mixed with powdered standard chow for 2 wk. To compare the effects of statin administration between the nephrotic and normal animals, subgroups of statin-treated and untreated controls were similarly removed, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −70°C until processed. In addition, plasma and urine specimens were stored at −70°C. All experiments employed in the study were approved by the University of California, Irvine, Committee for the Use and Care of Experimental Animals.

**RNA isolation and RT-PCR.** RNA was isolated from frozen liver using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and purified by RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). One-fifth microgram total RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed to cDNAs by using murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) with a mixture of 1 mM dNTP and 2.5 μM random primers in a 10-μl volume for 10 min at 25°C and 30 min at 48°C. The reaction was stopped by heating for 5 min at 94°C.

Expression of LRP mRNA was assessed by RT-PCR, using 18S ribosomal RNA as internal control. The primer sequences used are depicted in Table 1. For 18S ribosomal RNA amplification, we used alternate 18S (Ambion, Austin, TX), which yields a 324-bp product. Treatment of 18S primers and competitor mix, 2 mM MgCl₂, and 1.25 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems) in 25-μl total volume for 30 cycles. Each cycle consisted of 1-min denaturation at 94°C, 45-s annealing at 60°C, and 45-s extension at 72°C. PCR products were separated on a 1.5% agarose gel with ethidium bromide by eletrophoresis. Signal intensity was determined by laser scanning densitometry. On each occasion, the LRP mRNA abundance was normalized to the corresponding 18S ribosomal RNA.

**Measurements of LRP protein.** LRP protein abundance in the liver tissue was measured by Western blot analysis using a monoclonal antibody prepared in our laboratory with the IgG-11H4 hybridoma cell line purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA).

**Data analysis.** Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple-range test were used in statistical evaluation of the data. Data are given as means ± SE. P values <0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS

General data. When compared with the control group, the nephrotic group exhibited heavy proteinuria, hypoalbuminemia, hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia, elevated plasma LDL, VLDL and total cholesterol-to-HDL cholesterol ratio, unchanged creatinine clearance, and a mild but significant reduction in body weight (Table 2).

LRP data. Hepatic tissue LRP mRNA abundance was significantly increased in the nephrotic animals compared with the normal control group. Likewise, immunodetectable LRP protein abundance was increased in the liver of the nephrotic group relative to that found in the control group (Figs. 1 and 2).

Response to statin administration. Statin administration for 2 wk resulted in a significant amelioration of proteinuria and hyperlipidemia in the treated nephrotic animals without affecting creatinine clearance or body weight (Table 2). This was accompanied by a significant reduction of hepatic LRP mRNA abundance.
and protein abundance toward values found in the control group (Figs. 1 and 2). In contrast to the nephrotic animals, normal animals exhibited no significant change in either plasma lipid levels (Table 2) or hepatic LRP values in response to statin administration (Fig. 3).

**DISCUSSION**

In the past decade, considerable progress has been made in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of nephrotic dyslipidemia. In this regards, N-S was shown to result in upregulation of the hepatic HMG-CoA reductase, insufficient expression of cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase (the rate-limiting step in cholesterol conversion to bile acid) (13, 36, 41), and acquired LDL receptor deficiency (35, 41). These abnormalities work in concert to raise plasma total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol concentrations. Moreover, N-S leads to severe hepatic LDL receptor [scavenger receptor B-1 (SRB-1)] deficiency (15) as well as urinary losses and diminished plasma concentration of lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT) (38, 41). Given the critical role of LCAT in HDL-mediated cholesterol uptake from the peripheral tissues, the identification of LCAT deficiency helped to unravel the mechanism responsible for impaired HDL maturation in N-S. Similarly, downregulation of SRB-1, which plays a critical role in hepatic clearance of HDL-born lipids, elucidated the reason for impaired HDL clearance in N-S (15). More recently, N-S was found to result in marked upregulation of hepatic acyl-CoA-cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT) (33, 34). ACAT plays an important part in packaging and secretion of apoB-containing lipoproteins by the liver, and as such its upregulation in N-S contributes to the associated hyperlipidemia. In fact, inhibition of ACAT was recently shown to dramatically improve lipid profile in this model (33). In addition, N-S leads to downregulation of lipoprotein lipase (16, 24, 25), VLDDL receptor (17, 24, 25), and hepatic triglyceride lipase (18, 25) as well as upregulation of hepatic acyl-CoA-diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT; the final step in triglyceride biosynthesis) (32). Together, these abnormalities contribute to the pathogenesis and maintenance of hypertriglyceridemia and elevated plasma concentration and impaired clearance of VLDL, intermediate-density lipoprotein, and chylomicrons. Moreover, VLDDL clearance is further compromised by inefficient HDL-mediated apoE delivery to the nascent VLDDL (26). Comparison of nephrotic male rats exhibiting proteinuria and hypoalbuminemia with the male Nagase albuminemic rats exhibiting severe isolated hypoalbuminemia (hereditary albuminemia) without proteinuria has implicated the contribution of proteinuria as opposed to hypoalbuminemia in dysregulation of the majority of the lipid regulatory enzymes and receptors cited above (14).

As noted earlier, N-S is associated with elevated plasma concentration and impaired clearance of chylomicron and VLDDL remnants, which are LRP ligands. It is therefore conceivable that accumulation of these lipoprotein remnants could be due to downregulation of LRP in the nephrotic liver. However, contrary to the expectation, the nephrotic animals employed in the present study exhibited a significant upregulation of LRP mRNA and protein expression compared with the normal control animals. This finding tends to exclude a quantitative deficiency of LRP as a culprit in the pathogenesis of impaired clearance of chylomicron and VLDDL remnants in the nephrotic animals. It is of interest that N-S results in severe reductions of LDL receptor and VLDDL receptor (17, 24, 25, 35, 41), two well-known members of the LDL receptor gene family. This is in clear contrast with the effect of N-S on LRP shown in the present study.

The mechanism by which N-S increases hepatic LRP expression is not clear. It is of note that lipid-lowering therapy with an HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor led to partial reduction of hepatic LRP mRNA and protein abundance in the nephrotic animals. The possible mechanisms by which statin administration reduced LRP abundance in the nephrotic liver include statin-induced reduction in proteinuria, amelioration of hyperlipidemia, or an unrelated effect of the drug. It should be noted that statin administration had virtually no effect on either plasma lipid levels or hepatic LRP abundance in the normal animals. This observation tends to argue against a direct effect of the drug on LRP expression. In view of the central role of proteinuria in the pathogenesis of all complications of N-S, statin-induced amelioration of proteinuria may have contributed to the partial reduction of hepatic LRP abundance.

In conclusion, N-S results in upregulation of hepatic LRP, which tends to exclude a quantitative alteration of this receptor as the primary cause of the defective clearance of chylomicron and VLDDL remnants in this condition. Statin administration ameliorated proteinuria, improved hyperlipidemia, and partially reversed the upregulation of hepatic LRP in the nephrotic rats but had no effect in the normal animals.
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